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Not-So-Nice Age
The world is getting colder, and so are you.
It wasn’t this cold last year... you think. Even
worse, bipedal apes are starting to show up
everywhere. The Pliocene is ending, and the
environment is starting to feel emptier. It’s like
everyone is dying out! Predators still cling to
the hunt, and Prey are dwindling. If you want
to survive the coming Not-So-NIce Age, you’ll
need all the help you can get. Find your allies,
defeat your Predators or devour your Prey,
and fight your way through one of the coldest
periods in Earth’s history! Just don’t get caught
alone...

Contents
• 10 Profile Cards
• 10 Ochre Cards
• 60 Action Cards
• 1 Disaster Card
• 1 Apex Profile Card
• 11 Lifespan Cards
• 11 Clear Ice Counters
• 1 Blue Ice Counter
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Overview
Not-So-NIce Age comes with 3 Decks; Profiles,
Ochres and Actions. The Profile Deck contains
10 Profile characters. The Ochre deck contains
10 Ochre cards. The Action Deck contains 60
Action cards. Additionally, 1 Apex and 1 Disaster
card comes included. 12 ice cube counters and
11 lifespan cards come with the decks in order
to keep track of lifespan totals and rounds.
Profile cards are the core type of card,
comprised of a character, their time period and
“type”, a team (Predator, Prey) and an ability.
Players begin the game with their Profile face
down. Apex cards do not have a team.
Players may reveal their card at any time, and
then follow the text written on their card. This
text, in the lower text box of the card is the
ability. The Apex is the exception. Hugh, the
first Apex, for example can lie about their role
in response to an Ochre, though his ability
states he may not reveal by choice.
From here, players must note the team in the
top right corner of their card, Predators and
Prey. Both of these teams can only win once
the other team is fully Extinct!
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Classic Mode: Setting up
Begin by sorting through the Profile deck.
You’ll need an even number of Predators and
Prey, in total equal to the number of people
playing. Take the Predators and Prey you like
best and create one single deck with an even
number of each team. Shuffle it up. These will
be given out randomly, face down.
Once each player has their Profile, they should
secretly look at it, and try to remember both
their team and their character. Only they may
look at their Profile and use their ability by
revealing their Profile.
Shuffle the Action deck and Ochre deck. Both
will be placed face down. Each player will then
draw 3 Action cards from the top of the deck.
Before choosing who takes the first turn, all
players must mark their lifespan at 13 with an
ice cube counter on their lifespan card. Once
a player’s lifespan falls to 0, they are Extinct
and out of the game. Players may not exceed
a lifespan of 13. Now, choose who to start the
game with. Turns after this first player follow a
clockwise rotation. Once the last player takes
their turn, the round is concluded.
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The Turn
After setting up, the first turn may be started.
Each turn can be summed up in three phases.
These phases follow in a linear fashion as
Ochre, Action/Discard and Draw. After Draw,
the turn ends, and is passed to the next player.

Ochre
In this phase, the turn starts with the player
choosing to draw an Ochre. Ochre are not
mandatory to draw. This card must be read by
the player who draws it. After being read, this
Ochre must be given to another player face
down. The receiving player must read the card,
and declare whether it affects them or not.
Revealed players may not be given an Ochre.
If the card does affect them, they must state
“This Ochre affects me” or “This Ochre does
not affect me”, then follow the instructions of
the card. Ochre must be discarded face down
in the Ochre discord pile.
Furthermore, an Ochre is not an Action, and
cannot be affected by any Action or ability. If
the last Ochre card is drawn from the deck,
all Ochre cards are shuffled into a new deck
face down after it is discarded.
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Action/Discard
During this phase, one Action card may be
played or any number of Action cards must be
discarded. A player cannot skip this phase, and
must choose which option to take. Actions may
not be played before the Action Phase.
Actions, when played, are placed in a pile. Once
no more Actions are added to the pile, they
resolve from top to bottom. Cards that
interact with others do so directly above or
below themselves unless stated otherwise.
Make sure to read the Action card clearly to
the rest of the players when played! Cards
that require you to choose a player must have
that player declared when the card is played.
Finally, any card that allows players to choose
will start the decision with the current player
and move clockwise until the choice returns to
the player of the current turn.
After playing an Action card or discarding any
number of cards from your hand, continue to
the Draw phase!
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Draw
End your turn by drawing cards. At the end of
your turn, you must have a minimum of 3 cards
in hand unless otherwise stated. A player may
not draw more than 3 cards at the end of their
turn, and may not draw past 3 cards unless
otherwise stated.
For example, if a player has 2 cards in hand
after their Action, they may only draw 1 card.
If a player has 3 or more cards after playing an
Action, they may not draw any more cards at
the end of their turn. If a player has less than
3 cards on another player’s turn, they may not
draw until they reach the end of their turn.

Next!
After drawing cards, end your turn! Turns
always pass clockwise, and the next player will
begin their turn in the Ochre phase.

Your Goal
Classic Mode is won by reducing all your
opponents to 0 lifespan, causing them to go
Extinct.
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Errata and Rulings
Card Order
Cards are placed in a pile when played. Players
choose to let a card resolve as a group, and
when no other player has an answer, the cards
resolve from top of the pile to bottom.
A card that causes another to have no effect or
changes it will always affect the card under it
or above it in the pile.
Although cards resolve from top to bottom, be
sure to check to see if any cards would
influence a card above or below them before
you begin to resolve!

Revealing
When a player decides to reveal, all Actions are
put on pause. No Actions may be played until
the revealing player uses their ability. After the
ability is used, Actions may resume as normal,
and the pile may be resolved or added to.
Each player is considered an opponent until
revealed.
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Abilities
Abilities are not cards, and function separately.
They may be used to enact their effect at any
time, and stop all Actions and play when
revealed. Only reveals and Abilities may be
used in response to an Ability or reveal.

Must and May
If a card states “must”, the effect occurs no
matter what. If someone cannot complete a
“must” condition of an action, then the card
cannot be played.
If a card states “may”, the effect does not have
to occur. If you “may” do something you don’t
have to do it.

Going Extinct
Players go Extinct once their lifespan drops
below 1 unless otherwise stated. If a player
would go Extinct before an Action card
resolves choosing them, that card occurs but
doesn’t change targets and simply doesn’t
affect another player. In cases where the card
would affect all players, it still occurs.
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Apex Mode
Number of Players: Odd, 5 to 11
(Recommended 7-9)
Apex mode involves both teams, as well as
the Apex card. This card is shuffled into the
Profiles, and distributed similarly. Both teams
must beat the Apex and each other to survive.
The Apex is controlled by an extra player, and
requires an odd number of people to play.

Disaster Mode
Number of Players: Any, 4-11
(Recommended 6-9)
Disaster Mode is Classic Mode with the
Disaster card. At the end of each round, move
the blue ice cube onto the number of the
corresponding round. The effect of the
Disaster stated is then resolved against all
players. After round 6 the disaster flips, and
repeats once more.

Classic Mode (Explained on page 3)
Number of Players: Even, 4-10
(Recommended 4-8)
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Showdown
Number of Players: 1-2 (3-4 with two copies)
Showdown is a totally different type of game
from the previous variations. In showdown,
each player takes turns choosing 3 Profiles and
20 Actions from the game one by one (Apex
and Disasters excluded), creating two decks of
their own. Players start at 13 lifespan, and with
their 3 Profiles face down on the table.
Players shuffle their Action decks and draw 3
cards into their hands.
Players must try and cause their opponents
to go Extinct. They may play 1 Action on their
turn, or reveal a profile and may draw up to
their original hand size at the end of their turn.
Players may reveal their Profiles once per game
on their turn. These Profiles stay revealed,
and their abilities cannot be used again unless
continuous.
For future sets and expansions, players may
create and use their own decks of 20+ Actions
and 3 Profiles. Each Profile must be a unique
character and only 3 copies of the same Action
may be used in the Action Deck. Drafting cards
in this situation is not necessary.
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Showdown Rulings
Profiles in showdown may not include the Apex.
Profiles cannot be revealed on another player’s
turn unless otherwise stated.
Profiles cannot be moved around once placed
down.
Profiles do not have to be revealed in the order
they are placed.
All Profiles must be of unique characters.
3 Profiles are required to play Showdown.
No Action deck may contain less than 20 cards.
No Action deck may contain more than 3 copies
of a single card. For reprinted cards, this rule
still applies. All cards have a Letter and
number to identify their identity such as “A5”.
Cards that would “win with” a certain type of
Profile do not win until 1 player or team
remains. “Wins with Predators” does not end
the game if all Profiles are Predators.
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Keywords
Profile - Jumbo cards. Placed face down and
must be revealed. Profiles have character
names, time period, Team, type and an Ability.
Ochre - Bridge Cards featuring cave drawings.
Must be played secretly, face down, then
discarded face down. Cannot be held in hand.
Action - Bridge Cards held in hand. May be
played once per turn unless stated otherwise.
Apex - Profile without a team. Must win alone.
Disaster - Jumbo card with a 6 effect timer.
Flips and repeats once completed.
Lifespan - A measure of health or life total.
All players start with 13. A player is out of the
game, or Extinct at 0.
Team - Predator or Prey. Teams try to Extinct
all other Teams to win the game.
Ability - The First and bold lines of text on a
Profile. Abilities take effect or occur once
revealed. Some abilites continue to take effect.
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Contents: Profiles

Contents: Ochre

Contents: Actions

A1 (6)

A2 (5)

A3 (5)

A4 (5)

A5 (7)

A6 (4)

A7 (2)

A8 (2)

A9 (2)

A10 (1)

A11 (4)

A12 (2)

A13 (4)

A14 (2)

A15 (3)

A16 (1)

A17 (2)

A18 (2)

A19 (1)

Contents: Other Cards

(11)

Where to next?

Further back in
time of course!

Stay tuned for more...
fossilfracas.com
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This booklet contains rules for the game Fossil Fracas: Not-So-Nice Age.
Contents of this box and booklet are not for redistribution or further
financial gain, physical or digital. Petrin Illustration reserves all rights to
characters, artwork and design elelments used in Fossil Fracas.
Legal action may result from illicit use of the above.
Visit fossilfracas.com for more info!
Designed by Lucas Petrin
Fossil Fracas, Not-So-Nice Age, the Petrin
Illustration Logo, the Fossil Fracas Logo, and the
Not-So-Nice Age Logo are trademarks of Petrin
Illustration. All fonts used under open or paid license.
Stone Hinge font obtained and used from Typadelic Fonts.

